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Topical Importance:  This diploma paper is devoted to the cognitive-

semantic analysis of the descriptions of coffee which have synesthetic effects. All 

the examples of synesthetic nomination in coffee descriptions are based on a 

limited number of conceptual parameters which regulate the mechanisms of 

synesthesia, synesthetic metaphor and simile. The exteriorization of this conceptual 

template along with the selection of its possible verbalizers can be used for coffee 

promotion in marketing discourse. 

Goal: The major goal of this study is the theoretical analysis of synesthetic 

nomination in coffee descriptions; revelation of basic cognitive-semantic 

parameters of coffee descriptions and selection of the lexis which correlate with 

these parameters. 

Tasks: There is a number of tasks one should accomplish to achieve the 

above set goal: 

- to highlight and describe the examples of synesthetic descriptions;  

- to recognize the relevant perception channels and spheres of sensorium; 

- to reveal the cognitive-semantic parameters in coffee descriptions; 

- to work out the conceptual matrix for coffee description which consists of 

conceptual parameters, corresponding lexis and the names of the sorts of 

coffee; 

Theoretical value: The research has been carried out on the basis of several 

branches of linguistics put together. They are the follows: cognitive semantics, 

stylistics and psychological linguistics. This approach allowed us to work out the 

unique set of tools to look into the conceptual nature of synesthetic descriptions. 

Practical applicability: Theresults presented in this research paper can be 

used by students and postgraduates who specialize in stylistics and cognitive 

linguistics.  

Results: All synesthetic nominations in coffee descriptions are inherently 

related to the domain «Perception» and namely to such parameters such as 

«Smell», «Taste», «Tactile Effects», «Sound» and «Colour» which can transform 

to each other and form various combinations. In case of synesthetic similes and 

metaphors in coffee descriptions we can observe the transfer from the domain 

“Perception” to such domains as «Nature», «Values» and «Emotions”. All these 

parameters taken together along with the corresponding lexis form the coffee 

cupper’s wheel or matrix which can be used for assessment, description and 

promotion of coffee. 

Implementation advice: The data of the conducted research can be used at 



the seminars and lectures in stylistics, cognitive linguistics and coffee marketing. 
 


